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GO! Bowl Cozy 
Finished Size: 8”W x 3-1/2”L x 8”H 
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Dies Needed: 
GO! Big Bowl Cozy (55208) 
 
 
 
Fabric Requirements: 

Fabric Color Total Yardage  
 
 
 

Floral Print 10-1/2” x 10-1/2” square 
Red polka dot 10-1/2” x 10-1/2” square 
Batting 2 – 10-1/2” x 10-1/2” squares 
  

 
Note: all fabric, thread and batting should be 100% cotton if cozy will be used in a microwave.  
Using material with other fibers can cause a fire in your microwave during use.  Check labels 
carefully.  There are specific brands of batting designed for this use also. 

 
 
 
Cutting Directions: 

Fabric 
Color Die Number of Shapes to Cut 

 

Floral Print GO! Big Bowl 
Cozy (55208) 

Cut 1—10-1/2” x 10-1/2” square.  Place on selected blade 
and cut.  

Red Polka 
Dot 

GO! Big Bowl 
Cozy (55208) 

Cut 1—10-1/2” x 10-1/2” square.  Place on selected blade 
and cut.  

Batting GO! Big Bowl 
Cozy (55208) 

Cut 2—10-1/2” x 10-1/2” square.  Place on selected blade 
and cut.  

Cutting Tip:  Cut 1 piece of cotton, right side up on top of each piece of batting so you are 
ready for your first sewing step.  
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Sewing Directions: 
 
 
NOTE:  Directions will be for one bowl cozy 
1. Lay your first set of cotton and batting on your table, 

right side up.  Using an acrylic ruler and temporary fabric 
marking tool, mark straight lines from corner to corner, 
creating an X.  Repeat with other cotton shape. 

 

 

 

2.  Pin each set together to eliminate slipping.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Sew along each marked line.  You have now sewn an X 
through each set of cotton and batting. 

 

 

 

4. Fold each fabric/batting set in half with the fabric on the 
inside so you have a cut dart on either end of the fold 
from cut V shape to cut V shape.  

 

5. Sew the layers together with a 1/4” seam along the 
angled edge, back stitching at the beginning and end.   
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6. Fold the fabric/batting set in half the opposite direction 
and sew the other 2 darts as you did in step 5.  Repeat 
with other fabric/batting set. 

 

7. Place one cozy inside the other so that the right sides of 
the fabric are together. 

 
8. Pin or clip the edges together and sew with a 3/8” seam 

allowance, leaving an opening one straight edge that is 
approx. 2-1/2” long.  This is so you can turn the cozy 
right side out after stitching. 

 

9. Clip around the curves close to but not through your 
stitching so it will lay flat.  Now turn right side out. 

 
 

10. Press along the edges on both sides.  When you come 
to the opening, turn the raw edges inside and press 
down.  Top stitch around the entire top, approx. 1/4” 
from the edge.  Your cozy is complete! 
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